
DITI EDITOR 2.5 FOR PC  

This is the opening screen on the Editor.    Here is where you can choose to look at the 
various screens on the Editor  (Kit Zones,Globals, Pad, Types, Sound Programs, etc)

On this screen you need to select your MIDI Interface, then you can Receive and Send 
SYSEX files.

Even though this is a DITI Editor, the program is capable of storing and sending any SYSEX 
File.  

You can load in one kit at a time from the DITI into any of the 50 locations, or you can receive 
all 50 KITs at once.

There is a separate Receive/Send for the Global Preferences.

MAIN WINDOW



 
KIT ZONE DATA

It is on this page that you set up your most important parameters.  You have access to all 24 
inputs where you assign channel, note and controller information.

Notice the REC DATA button.  When you click on an Input Zone and then tap on the REC 
button. The DITI will automatically load in the note numbers coming from your MIDI controller 
to any or all of the 32 slots per input.

Then in the PAD Sound Screen, you assign whether the pad is playing, single notes, chords, 
alternate patterns, shifts, etc.

It is on this screen that you can LINK pads, use the Switch by Pad Mode, and use the special 
PAD Control Features like Velocity Shift, Note Shift, Control Shift, etc.



COPY FUNCTIONS

This is a powerful Copy Function Screen.  You can copy all of your settings from one pad (A 
or B) and copy them to any other pad in any other Kit.

This screen allows for quick KIT copying as well as copying a User Pad type to another 
User Pad Type location.



 

KIT CONTROLLERS

Each Kit in the DITI has a built in MIXER.  There are 8 individual channels that can be 
assigned to Volume.

This MIXER however can do much more.  Any of the sliders can be programmed to any 
Controller Number.  Each CC# can have a stored value when entering the KIT or can be used  
for temporary value changes.
 
From this screen you can quickly send these values to your DITI without having to 
permanently save them in the KIT.



 

KIT SOUND PROGRAMS

Every KIT in the DITI can store 50 programs.  These programs share the same channel and 
note data that is assigned in the KIT ZONE Screen.  This means that the note numbers are 
the same for these programs, but the sounds are different.
 
Each Sound Program has its own Bank, Program, Channel, and Volume Settings.  There are 
special “note numbers” that can tell the DITI to reset the Program Changes so that you can 
effectively LOOP through a series of Programs that you want for this KIT.

Each of the 50 programs can have its own Name as well.



 

KIT PARAMETERS

On this screen, you can name the KIT.   Each Kit can also store 4 extra Bank, Program 
Change and Volume settings, useful when multiple MIDI channels are used in the Kit.

The screen also controls how the hiHAT works on the DITI.

The MIDI EQUALIZER allows you to alter how your sound module responds with the DITI.  
This 10 band Velocity Equalizer alters your MIDI velocity performance so that it can tailor  
your response of the sound module to match your playing.  We believe this is unique to 
Alternate Mode.



These screens control how your trigger pads function on the inputs on the DITI, allowing the 
DITI to function with most trigger pads on the market today.  There are User and Factory 
PAD TYPES to choose from.  You can control the dynamic range and sensitivity on each 
input.  You can store these PAD TYPES to match a manufacturers trigger pad.  The DITI can 
then use this setting whenever that trigger is used in any KIT.  Each and every pad in every 
kit however can be TRAINED to how you want that pad to respond in that Kit…allowing for 
hundreds of responses possible for your trigger pads.

This offers the most comprehensive triggering input variations available on any Interface.

PAD TYPES



 

GLOBAL EDIT PARAMETERS

On this screen, you assign the Global Settings for the entire DITI.   These settings tell the DITI 
how to display bank and program numbers, merge settings and some other advanced features 
like program change RECEIVE, switch points for multi note playing, and much more.

On the right of the screen, you can assign REMOTE EDITING.  In combination with a PMCP 
foot switch, any pad can be assign to function like any button on the DITI.  This eliminates the 
need to touch the DITI when programming and not using this editor.



 

GLOBAL CURVES

Here is a fast way to create your own velocity curves.  This gives the user 
unprecedented control on how velocity is being sent when playing soft to loud.



The MIDI Monitor shows all the MIDI data coming from your MIDI Interface.  This is an 
invaluable  tool to use for troubleshooting and performance analysis.

MIDI MONITOR


